
 
 

 
 

BATS Options September Newsletter 
 

Dear BATS Members and members of the trading community,  

A Little Bit of Volatility Goes a Long Way… 
"Can one desire too much of a good thing?" – Shakespeare, As You Like It, Act IV, Scene I 

 
The U.S. equity options markets have been a-rockin’.   After the VIX spiked to over 40 in August, volatility remained high 
during the first few weeks of September.   Many market participants have been enjoying the heightened volumes along with 
wider spreads.   
 
It is important to remember, though, that these heady times are driven to a large extent by downside volume in the 
underlying cash markets.  The U.S. equity options markets are driven, to a much larger extent than their underlying cash 
markets, by retail investors.  If the markets are down hard enough, long enough, as an industry we are at risk of the retail 
investor pulling back and walking away for some length of time.   
 
For all of the uncertainty that revolves around the direction of the market, Greece, the Euro and Operation Twist, it was 
great to gather with many of you in New York last week for the annual joint FIA/OIC equity options conference.  I don’t think 
there was a single participant that spoke who didn’t touch on a theme related to the phenomenal opportunities for growth 
that we have as an industry.  It is exciting to see activity across the industry in areas ranging from education to new product 
development, from focus on financial advisors to continued discussions about how to tap into OTC volumes and better serve 
institutional participants.  BATS Options is proud to be a player in such a dynamic area of the market.   
 

Driving Competitive Behavior Through Incentives 
In recent weeks, we have spoken with many of you regarding the direction that we’d be taking with our pricing.  The success 
we’ve enjoyed in recent months is a direct result of  your support of our differentiated rebate structure and targeted market 
quality incentives like our NBBO Setter program.  The question we’ve been posing is, “How do we take the next step as a 
market?”  We know that we need to continue to broaden and deepen the liquidity available on BATS Options.  In support of 
that growth, here is where we’re going with pricing:  
 

 Re-align our participant capacities with the introduction of the Professional Customer designation.  On BATS 
Options, the Professional Customer (Pro-Customer) capacity will be aligned with the Firm and Market Maker 
capacities.   Those customers that operate like more sophisticated market participants will now be priced along 
with other advanced participants.   

This means that Pro-Customers will have access to the same conditional rebate that Firms and Market Makers do.  
They will pay a higher take charge than Customers, but by splitting out this activity, it will also enable us to give the 
higher ($.32) rebate to Pro-Customers, Firms and Market Makers when trading against Pro-Customer orders.  With 
the introduction of Pro-Customer, the basic make/take structure at BATS Options will look like this: 

 

  Customer Pro-Customer/Firm/Market Maker 

Make (rebate)   $0.30 
          $0.32     (vs PC/F/MM)  
          $0.22     (vs Cust) 

Take (fee) 
$0.30 

*$0.27 
          $0.42  

 

 As you can see in this table, this realignment allows us to adjust our customer pricing to be more aggressive – we’re 
both raising the base customer rebate and lowering the base customer take fee.  While we’re eliminating the $.03 

* $.03 per contract discount on Customer capacity take orders is achieved with TCV greater than .3% 



take tier discount from Pro-Customer, Firm and Market Maker capacities, it will remain available on Customer 
orders for Members who achieve at least 0.3% TCV, letting Customers achieve a take rate as low as $.27 per 
contract.  Also, the Pro-Customer, Firm and Market Maker take rate will remain well below other exchanges despite 
the $.03 take tier discount being eliminated for these capacities.  

 Expand the Quoting Incentive Program (QIP).  In August, we introduced our Quoting Incentive Program (QIP) on a 
small number of underlying securities.  Starting in October, the program will expand to all underlying securities 
listed on BATS Options.  At the same time, we’re increasing the incremental rebate for those who achieve the QIP 
metrics to $.05 per contract.   

To qualify for the QIP, a BATS Market Maker must be at the National Best Bid (NBB) or National Best Offer (NBO) 
70% of the time for series trading between $0.03 and $5.00 for the front three (3) expiration months in that 
underlying during the current trading month.  A Member not registered as a BATS Market Maker can also qualify 
for the QIP by quoting at the NBB or NBO 80% of the time in the same series. 

 Move From Fixed NBBO Setter Rebates to an Additive Rebate.  Previously, the NBBO Setter rebate was a fixed rate, 
based on the achievement of the volume tier.  This rebate could not combine with the QIP rebate, nor did it adjust 
based on the capacity of the Member.  By moving to an additive rebate – one that adds to the base rebates 
outlined above and combined with other incentives like QIP – we’re preserving the outsized reward for NBBO 
setting, while adding the flexibility to combine it with other incentives.     

Under the new pricing, the NBBO Setter Incentive will be an additional $.06 or $.10 per contract based on the same 
tiers that we previously had in place, 0.3% and 1.0% of Total Consolidated Volume (TCV), respectively.   

Example #1:       Customer capacity with > 0.3% TCV activity sets the NBBO 
$.36 = ($.30 base rebate + $.06 NBBO incentive) 

Example #2:       Market maker with > 1.0% TCV activity sets the NBBO, trades versus Firm, 
trade happens in underlying where MM achieves QIP incentive 
$.47 = ($.32 base rebate + $.05 QIP + $.10 NBBO incentive) 

 

  QIP NBBO Setter (.3% TCV) NBBO Setter (1.0% TCV) 

Additive Rebates   $.05 $.06 $.10 

 

One final note on pricing – while the majority of what is outlined above will be effective the first trading day of October, the 
Pro-Customer capacity will be in effect after a 30-day operative delay that should give our Members plenty of time to 
implement any changes necessary.  Until then, Pro-Customers will continue to be handled as Customers.   

 
 
BATS Technology – Bulk Updates and More 
None of these pricing changes can have any effect unless the technology and operations of our market center work 
efficiently to support our participants.  On BATS Options, our Binary Order Entry protocol went live in July and Bulk Updates 
went to production in mid-August.  Along with that, we made 10 Gigabit connectivity available to BATS Options Members 
earlier this month, completing the rollout of 10 Gigabit connections to all BATS U.S. markets.  Just like we’ve done with our 
risk mitigation tools, while they were primarily designed with market makers and other liquidity providers in mind, we’ve 
made all of these tools available to all of our Members, without restriction. 
 
For those of you who are not yet taking advantage of the latest-and-greatest that BATS Options has to offer, please reach 
out to our Trade Desk or your director of sales so we can get you everything you need to trade as effectively and efficiently 
as possible.   
 
Have a great start to your fall. 

 
Warm Regards and Happy Trading, 
 
Jeromee Johnson  
VP, Market Development 
BATS... Making Markets Better 

 

http://www.batsoptions.com/resources/membership/BATS_US_Options_BOE_Specification.pdf

